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Reactor Design Physics, Volume 4: Resonance Absorption in Nuclear Reactors
provides a systematic and detailed exposition of the theory of resonance
absorption in nuclear reactors. This book is composed of eight chapters, and
begins with a brief historical review of the subject. The second chapter deals with
the resonance absorption in homogeneous media and with an alternative method
of obtaining some of the formula, while the third chapter considers the natural
and Doppler broadened fine shapes, as well as explicit formula for resonance
absorption in homogeneous media. The succeeding chapters discuss some
results of transport theory necessary for the study of the resonance absorption
problem in heterogeneous media and the estimation of the errors introduced by
the various simplifying assumptions. The final chapters examine the special
topics of the Dancoff effect and the estimation of absorption in unresolved
resonances. This book will prove useful to nuclear physicists and design
engineers.
Covers all the phenomenological and experimental data on nuclear physics and
demonstrates the latest experimental developments that can be obtained.
Introduces modern theories of fundamental processes, in particular the
electroweak standard model, without using the sophisticated underlying quantum
field theoretical tools. Incorporates all major present applications of nuclear
physics at a level that is both understandable by a majority of physicists and
scientists of many other fields, and usefull as a first introduction for students who
intend to pursue in the domain.
Physics of Nuclear Reactors presents a comprehensive analysis of nuclear
reactor physics. Editors P. Mohanakrishnan, Om Pal Singh, and Kannan
Umasankari and a team of expert contributors combine their knowledge to guide
the reader through a toolkit of methods for solving transport equations,
understanding the physics of reactor design principles, and developing reactor
safety strategies. The inclusion of experimental and operational reactor physics
makes this a unique reference for those working and researching nuclear power
and the fuel cycle in existing power generation sites and experimental facilities.
The book also includes radiation physics, shielding techniques and an analysis of
shield design, neutron monitoring and core operations. Those involved in the
development and operation of nuclear reactors and the fuel cycle will gain a
thorough understanding of all elements of nuclear reactor physics, thus enabling
them to apply the analysis and solution methods provided to their own work and
research. This book looks to future reactors in development and analyzes their
status and challenges before providing possible worked-through solutions. Cover
image: Kaiga Atomic Power Station Units 1 – 4, Karnataka, India. In 2018, Unit 1
of the Kaiga Station surpassed the world record of continuous operation, at 962
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days. Image courtesy of DAE, India. Includes methods for solving neutron
transport problems, nuclear cross-section data and solutions of transport theory
Dedicates a chapter to reactor safety that covers mitigation, probabilistic safety
assessment and uncertainty analysis Covers experimental and operational
physics with details on noise analysis and failed fuel detection
This book covers the entire spectrum of the science and technology of nuclear
reactor systems, from underlying physics, to next generation system applications
and beyond. Beginning with neutron physics background and modeling of
transport and diffusion, this self-contained learning tool progresses step-by-step
to discussions of reactor kinetics, dynamics, and stability that will be invaluable to
anyone with a college-level mathematics background wishing to develop an
understanding of nuclear power. From fuels and reactions to full systems and
plants, the author provides a clear picture of how nuclear energy works, how it
can be optimized for safety and efficiency, and why it is important to the future.
Fundamentals of Nuclear Reactor PhysicsElsevier
"Most textbooks on reactor physics focus either on application to Light Water
Reactors (LWRs) or on the theory and mathematics, with a significant number of
equations and computational schemes. Many were written more than 20, or even
more than 60, years ago, and therefore they do not reflect the evolution of reactor
concepts and engineering requirements since then. Those categories of books
either are difficult to follow for non-physicists working in the nuclear industry, or
else are of little value for those who are interested in special features of CANDU
reactor physics. With more than 75 combined experience in the area of CANDU
and LWR reactor physics and safety, the authors provide a practical book on
reactor physics for CANDU reactors, particularly for the safe operation of aging
CANDU reactors, with almost no mathematics or equations. The book is also
ideal as a reference for CANDU physicists, operators, regulatory staff, and for
those who need to interact with reactor physicists at CANDU sites, nuclear
laboratories, institutes, universities, or engineering companies. This book
assumes prior knowledge of nuclear physics offered at the high-school level
and/or at universities. Readers whose focus is only on calculations or on the
development of software on reactor physics should refer to the books listed in the
bibliography"-Molten Salt Reactors is a comprehensive reference on the status of molten salt
reactor (MSR) research and thorium fuel utilization. There is growing awareness
that nuclear energy is needed to complement intermittent energy sources and to
avoid pollution from fossil fuels. Light water reactors are complex, expensive, and
vulnerable to core melt, steam explosions, and hydrogen explosions, so better
technology is needed. MSRs could operate safely at nearly atmospheric pressure
and high temperature, yielding efficient electrical power generation, desalination,
actinide incineration, hydrogen production, and other industrial heat applications.
Coverage includes: Motivation -- why are we interested? Technical issues –
reactor physics, thermal hydraulics, materials, environment, ... Generic designs -Page 2/10
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thermal, fast, solid fuel, liquid fuel, ... Specific designs – aimed at electrical
power, actinide incineration, thorium utilization, ... Worldwide activities in 23
countries Conclusions This book is a collaboration of 58 authors from 23
countries, written in cooperation with the International Thorium Molten Salt
Forum. It can serve as a reference for engineers and scientists, and it can be
used as a textbook for graduate students and advanced undergrads. Molten Salt
Reactors is the only complete review of the technology currently available,
making this an essential text for anyone reviewing the use of MSRs and thorium
fuel, including students, nuclear researchers, industrial engineers, and policy
makers. Written in cooperation with the International Thorium Molten-Salt Forum
Covers MSR-specific issues, various reactor designs, and discusses issues such
as the environmental impact, non-proliferation, and licensing Includes case
studies and examples from experts across the globe
This book provides a clear and general overview of atomic physics from the standpoint
of reactor functionality and design, including the sequence of fission reactions and their
energy release.
Classic textbook for an introductory course in nuclear reactor analysis that introduces
the nuclear engineering student to the basic scientific principles of nuclear fission chain
reactions and lays a foundation for the subsequent application of these principles to the
nuclear design and analysis of reactor cores. This text introduces the student to the
fundamental principles governing nuclear fission chain reactions in a manner that
renders the transition to practical nuclear reactor design methods most natural. The
authors stress throughout the very close interplay between the nuclear analysis of a
reactor core and those nonnuclear aspects of core analysis, such as thermal-hydraulics
or materials studies, which play a major role in determining a reactor design.
Fundamentals of Thermal and Nuclear Power Generation is the first volume in the
JSME Series in Thermal and Nuclear Power Generation. The first part of this volume
provides a thorough and complete reference on the history of thermal and nuclear
power generation, which has informed and sculpted today’s industry. It prepares
readers for subsequent publications in the series that address more advanced topics
and will particularly benefit early career researchers and those approaching the industry
from an alternative discipline. Modern thermal and nuclear power generation systems
and technologies are then explored, including clear analysis on the fundamentals of
thermodynamics, hydrodynamics, thermal engineering, combustion engineering, and
nuclear physics. The impact of these technologies on society is considered throughout,
as well as supply issues, accident risk analysis, and important emission and
sustainability considerations. This book is an invaluable resource for researchers and
professional engineers in nuclear and thermal energy engineering, and postgraduate
and undergraduate students in power generation, especially nuclear and thermal.
Written by experts from the leaders and pioneers in thermal and nuclear power
engineering research at the Japanese Society of Mechanical Engineers and draws
upon their combined wealth of knowledge and experience Includes real examples and
case studies from Japan and other key regions such as the United States and Europe
to provide a deeper learning opportunity Considers societal impact and sustainability
concerns and goals throughout
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Fundamental of Nuclear Engineering is derived from over 25 years of teaching
undergraduate and graduate courses on nuclear engineering. The material has been
extensively class tested and provides the most comprehensive textbook and reference
on the fundamentals of nuclear engineering. It includes a broad range of important
areas in the nuclear engineering field; nuclear and atomic theory; nuclear reactor
physics, design, control/dynamics, safety and thermal-hydraulics; nuclear fuel
engineering; and health physics/radiation protection. It also includes the latest
information that is missing in traditional texts, such as space radiation. The aim of the
book is to provide a source for upper level undergraduate and graduate students
studying nuclear engineering.
This is an authoritative compilation of information regarding methods and data used in
all phases of nuclear engineering. Addressing nuclear engineers and scientists at all
levels, this book provides a condensed reference on nuclear engineering since 1958.
This book is intended to provide an introduction to the basic principles of nuclear fission
reactors for advanced undergraduate or graduate students of physics and engineering.
The presentation is also suitable for physicists or engineers who are entering the
nuclear power field without previous experience with nuclear reactors. No background
knowledge is required beyond that typically acquired in the first two years of an
undergraduate program in physics or engineering. Throughout, the emphasis is on
explaining why particular reactor systems have evolved in the way they have, without
going into great detail about reactor physics or methods of design analysis, which are
already covered in a number of excellent specialist texts. The first two chapters serve
as an introduction to the basic physics of the atom and the nucleus and to nuclear
fission and the nuclear chain reaction. Chapter 3 deals with the fundamentals of nuclear
reactor theory, covering neutron slowing down and the spatial dependence of the
neutron flux in the reactor, based on the solution of the diffusion equations. The chapter
includes a major section on reactor kinetics and control, including'tempera ture and void
coefficients and xenon poisoning effects in power reactors. Chapter 4 describes various
aspects offuel management and fuel cycles, while Chapter 5 considers materials
problems for fuel and other constituents of the reactor. The processes of heat
generation and removal are covered in Chapter 6.
Have you ever wondered how a nuclear power station works? This lively book will
answer that question. It’ll take you on a journey from the science behind nuclear
reactors, through their start-up, operation and shutdown. Along the way it covers a bit of
the engineering, reactor history, different kinds of reactors and what can go wrong with
them. Much of this is seen from the viewpoint of a trainee operator on a Pressurised
Water Reactor - the most common type of nuclear reactor in the world. Colin Tucker
has spent the last thirty years keeping reactors safe. Join him on a tour that is the next
best thing to driving a nuclear reactor yourself!
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS is the most modern, up-to-date, and reader
friendly nuclear engineering textbook on the market today. It provides a thoroughly modern
alternative to classical nuclear engineering textbooks that have not been updated over the last
20 years. Printed in full color, it conveys a sense of awe and wonder to anyone interested in
the field of nuclear energy. It discusses nuclear reactor design, nuclear fuel cycles, reactor
thermal-hydraulics, reactor operation, reactor safety, radiation detection and protection, and
the interaction of radiation with matter. It presents an in-depth introduction to the science of
nuclear power, nuclear energy production, the nuclear chain reaction, nuclear cross sections,
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radioactivity, and radiation transport. All major types of reactors are introduced and discussed,
and the role of internet tools in their analysis and design is explored. Reactor safety and
reactor containment systems are explored as well. To convey the evolution of nuclear science
and engineering, historical figures and their contributions to evolution of the nuclear power
industry are explored. Numerous examples are provided throughout the text, and are brought
to life through life-like portraits, photographs, and colorful illustrations. The text follows a wellstructured pedagogical approach, and provides a wide range of student learning features not
available in other textbooks including useful equations, numerous worked examples, and lists
of key web resources. As a bonus, a complete Solutions Manual and .PDF slides of all figures
are available to qualified instructors who adopt the text. More than any other fundamentals
book in a generation, it is student-friendly, and truly impressive in its design and its scope. It
can be used for a one semester, a two semester, or a three semester course in the
fundamentals of nuclear power. It can also serve as a great reference book for practicing
nuclear scientists and engineers. To date, it has achieved the highest overall satisfaction of
any mainstream nuclear engineering textbook available on the market today.
Physics and Technology of Nuclear Materials presents basic information regarding the
structure, properties, processing methods, and response to irradiation of the key materials that
fission and fusion nuclear reactors have to rely upon. Organized into 12 chapters, this book
begins with selectively several fundamentals of nuclear physics. Subsequent chapters focus on
the nuclear materials science; nuclear fuel; structural materials; moderator materials employed
to ""slow down"" fission neutrons; and neutron highly absorbent materials that serve in
reactor's power control. Other chapters explore the cooling agents; fluids carrying the energy to
its final stage of conversion into electric power; thermal and biological shielding materials;
some outstanding reactor components; and irradiated fuel reprocessing. The last two chapters
deal with nuclear material quality inspection by destructive and non-destructive methods, and
specific materials envisaged for use in future thermonuclear reactors. This monograph will be
helpful for a wide range of specialists wishing to gear their research and development,
education, and other activities toward the field of nuclear power and nuclear technology.
Fundamentals of Nuclear Reactor Physics offers a one-semester treatment of the essentials of
how the fission nuclear reactor works, the various approaches to the design of reactors, and
their safe and efficient operation . It provides a clear, general overview of atomic physics from
the standpoint of reactor functionality and design, including the sequence of fission reactions
and their energy release. It provides in-depth discussion of neutron reactions, including
neutron kinetics and the neutron energy spectrum, as well as neutron spatial distribution. It
includes ample worked-out examples and over 100 end-of-chapter problems. Engineering
students will find this applications-oriented approach, with many worked-out examples, more
accessible and more meaningful as they aspire to become future nuclear engineers. A clear,
general overview of atomic physics from the standpoint of reactor functionality and design,
including the sequence of fission reactions and their energy release In-depth discussion of
neutron reactions, including neutron kinetics and the neutron energy spectrum, as well as
neutron spatial distribution Ample worked-out examples and over 100 end-of-chapter problems
Full Solutions Manual
High-performance alloys that can withstand operation in hazardous nuclear environments are
critical to presentday in-service reactor support and maintenance and are foundational for
reactor concepts of the future. With commercial nuclear energy vendors and operators facing
the retirement of staff during the coming decades, much of the scholarly knowledge of nuclear
materials pursuant to appropriate, impactful, and safe usage is at risk. Led by the multi-award
winning editorial team of G. Robert Odette (UCSB) and Steven J. Zinkle (UTK/ORNL) and with
contributions from leaders of each alloy discipline, Structural Alloys for Nuclear Energy
Applications aids the next generation of researchers and industry staff developing and
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maintaining steels, nickel-base alloys, zirconium alloys, and other structural alloys in nuclear
energy applications. This authoritative reference is a critical acquisition for institutions and
individuals seeking state-of-the-art knowledge aided by the editors’ unique personal insight
from decades of frontline research, engineering and management. Focuses on in-service
irradiation, thermal, mechanical, and chemical performance capabilities. Covers the use of
steels and other structural alloys in current fission technology, leading edge Generation-IV
fission reactors, and future fusion power reactors. Provides a critical and comprehensive
review of the state-of-the-art experimental knowledge base of reactor materials, for
applications ranging from engineering safety and lifetime assessments to supporting the
development of advanced computational models.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780123706317 .
This expanded, revised, and updated fourth edition of Nuclear Energy maintains the tradition of
providing clear and comprehensive coverage of all aspects of the subject, with emphasis on
the explanation of trends and developments. As in earlier editions, the book is divided into
three parts that achieve a natural flow of ideas: Basic Concepts, including the fundamentals of
energy, particle interactions, fission, and fusion; Nuclear Systems, including accelerators,
isotope separators, detectors, and nuclear reactors; and Nuclear Energy and Man, covering
the many applications of radionuclides, radiation, and reactors, along with a discussion of
wastes and weapons. A minimum of mathematical background is required, but there is ample
opportunity to learn characteristic numbers through the illustrative calculations and the
exercises. An updated Solution Manual is available to the instructor. A new feature to aid the
student is a set of some 50 Computer Exercises, using a diskette of personal computer
programs in BASIC and spreadsheet, supplied by the author at a nominal cost. The book is of
principal value as an introduction to nuclear science and technology for early college students,
but can be of benefit to science teachers and lecturers, nuclear utility trainees and engineers in
other fields.
Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Third Edition, presents the nuclear science
concepts needed to understand and quantify the whole range of nuclear phenomena. Noted for
its accessible level and approach, the Third Edition of this long-time bestselling textbook
provides overviews of nuclear physics, nuclear power, medicine, propulsion, and radiation
detection. Its flexible organization allows for use with Nuclear Engineering majors and those in
other disciplines. The Third Edition features updated coverage of the newest nuclear reactor
designs, fusion reactors, radiation health risks, and expanded discussion of basic reactor
physics with added examples. A complete Solutions Manual and figure slides for classroom
projection are available for instructors adopting the text.

INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR REACTOR PHYSICS is the most comprehensive,
modern and readable textbook for this course/module. It explains reactors, fuel cycles,
radioisotopes, radioactive materials, design, and operation. Chain reaction and fission
reactor concepts are presented, plus advanced coverage including neutron diffusion
theory. The diffusion equation, Fisk’s Law, and steady state/time-dependent reactor
behavior. Numerical and analytical solutions are also covered. The text has full color
illustrations throughout, and a wide range of student learning features.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines,
highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice
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tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is
printed on demand.
This comprehensive volume offers readers a progressive and highly detailed
introduction to the complex behavior of neutrons in general, and in the context of
nuclear power generation. A compendium and handbook for nuclear engineers, a
source of teaching material for academic lecturers as well as a graduate text for
advanced students and other non-experts wishing to enter this field, it is based on the
author’s teaching and research experience and his recognized expertise in nuclear
safety. After recapping a number of points in nuclear physics, placing the theoretical
notions in their historical context, the book successively reveals the latest quantitative
theories concerning: • The slowing-down of neutrons in matter • The charged particles
and electromagnetic rays • The calculation scheme, especially the simplification
hypothesis • The concept of criticality based on chain reactions • The theory of
homogeneous and heterogeneous reactors • The problem of self-shielding • The
theory of the nuclear reflector, a subject largely ignored in literature • The
computational methods in transport and diffusion theories Complemented by more than
400 bibliographical references, some of which are commented and annotated, and
augmented by an appendix on the history of reactor physics at EDF (Electricité De
France), this book is the most comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to and
reference resource in neutronics and reactor theory.
An introductory text for broad areas of nuclear reactor physics Nuclear Reactor Physics
and Engineering offers information on analysis, design, control, and operation of
nuclear reactors. The author—a noted expert on the topic—explores the fundamentals
and presents the mathematical formulations that are grounded in differential equations
and linear algebra. The book puts the focus on the use of neutron diffusion theory for
the development of techniques for lattice physics and global reactor system analysis.
The author also includes recent developments in numerical algorithms, including the
Krylov subspace method, and the MATLAB software, including the Simulink toolbox, for
efficient studies of steady-state and transient reactor configurations. In addition, nuclear
fuel cycle and associated economics analysis are presented, together with the
application of modern control theory to reactor operation. This important book: Provides
a comprehensive introduction to the fundamental concepts of nuclear reactor physics
and engineering Contains information on nuclear reactor kinetics and reactor design
analysis Presents illustrative examples to enhance understanding Offers self-contained
derivation of ?uid conservation equations Written for undergraduate and graduate
students in nuclear engineering and practicing engineers, Nuclear Reactor Physics and
Engineering covers the fundamental concepts and tools of nuclear reactor physics and
analysis.
Covering both fundamental and advanced aspects in an accessible way, this textbook
begins with an overview of nuclear reactor systems, helping readers to familiarize
themselves with the varied designs. Then the readers are introduced to different
possibilities for materials applications in the various sections of nuclear energy
systems. Materials selection and life prediction methodologies for nuclear reactors are
also presented in relation to creep, corrosion and other degradation mechanisms. An
appendix compiles useful property data relevant for nuclear reactor applications.
Throughout the book, there is a thorough coverage of various materials science
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principles, such as physical and mechanical metallurgy, defects and diffusion and
radiation effects on materials, with serious efforts made to establish structure-property
correlations wherever possible. With its emphasis on the latest developments and
outstanding problems in the field, this is both a valuable introduction and a ready
reference for beginners and experienced practitioners alike.
The Mathematics Fundamentals Handbook was developed to assist nuclear facility
operating contractors provide operators, maintenance personnel, and the technical staff
with the necessary fundamentals training to ensure a basic understanding of
mathematics and its application to facility operation. The handbook includes a review of
introductory mathematics and the concepts and functional use of algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, and calculus. Word problems, equations, calculations, and practical
exercises that require the use of each of the mathematical concepts are also presented.
This information will provide personnel with a foundation for understanding and
performing basic mathematical calculations that are associated with various DOE
nuclear facility operations.
This book covers introductory subjects including fundamental principles of nuclear
reactions with neutrons, fundamentals of nuclear fission chain reactions, basic concepts
of criticality, and static characteristics based on diffusion approximation in neutron
transport. The chapters address topics ranging from neutron moderation from fission to
thermal energy ranges and heterogeneity effects in neutronics. Readers will find
elementary and qualitative descriptions and also mathematical expressions including
approximations, derivations and analytical solutions for an understanding of the basic
principles of nuclear reactor physics. This book is part of a series entitled An Advanced
Course in Nuclear Engineering and provides an accessible introduction to the core
discipline of nuclear engineering: nuclear reactor physics. It will therefore appeal to
engineers in nuclear engineering as well as to university students and others seeking to
learn entry-level reactor physics.
This book is designed for a systematic understanding of nuclear diffusion theory along with
fuzzy/interval/stochastic uncertainty. This will serve to be a benchmark book for graduate &
postgraduate students, teachers, engineers and researchers throughout the globe. In view of
the recent developments in nuclear engineering, it is important to study the basic concepts of
this field along with the diffusion processes for nuclear reactor design. Also, it is known that
uncertainty is a must in every field of engineering and science and, in particular, with regards
to nuclear-related problems. As such, one may need to understand the nuclear diffusion
principles/theories corresponding with reliable and efficient techniques for the solution of such
uncertain problems. Accordingly this book aims to provide a new direction for readers with
basic concepts of reactor physics as well as neutron diffusion theory. On the other hand, it also
includes uncertainty (in terms of fuzzy, interval, stochastic) and their applications in nuclear
diffusion problems in a systematic manner, along with recent developments. The underlying
concepts of the presented methods in this book may very well be used/extended to various
other engineering disciplines viz. electronics, marine, chemical, mining engineering and other
sciences such as physics, chemistry, biotechnology etc. This book then can be widely applied
wherever one wants to model their physical problems in terms of non-probabilistic methods viz.
fuzzy/stochastic for the true essence of the real problems.
"INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR REACTOR PHYSICS is the most comprehensive, modern
and readable textbook for this course/module. It explains reactors, fuel cycles, radioisotopes,
radioactive materials, design, and operation. Chain reaction and fission reactor concepts are
presented, plus advanced coverage including neutron diffusion theory. The diffusion equation,
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Fisk’s Law, and steady state/time-dependent reactor behavior. Numerical and analytical
solutions are also covered. The text has full color illustrations throughout, and a wide range of
student learning features."--Provided by publisher.
Since the publication of the bestselling first edition, there have been numerous advances in the
field of nuclear science. In medicine, accelerator based teletherapy and electron-beam therapy
have become standard. New demands in national security have stimulated major advances in
nuclear instrumentation.An ideal introduction to the fundamentals of nuclear science and
engineering, this book presents the basic nuclear science needed to understand and quantify
an extensive range of nuclear phenomena. New to the Second Edition— A chapter on radiation
detection by Douglas McGregor Up-to-date coverage of radiation hazards, reactor designs,
and medical applications Flexible organization of material that allows for quick reference This
edition also takes an in-depth look at particle accelerators, nuclear fusion reactions and
devices, and nuclear technology in medical diagnostics and treatment. In addition, the author
discusses applications such as the direct conversion of nuclear energy into electricity. The
breadth of coverage is unparalleled, ranging from the theory and design characteristics of
nuclear reactors to the identification of biological risks associated with ionizing radiation. All
topics are supplemented with extensive nuclear data compilations to perform a wealth of
calculations. Providing extensive coverage of physics, nuclear science, and nuclear technology
of all types, this up-to-date second edition of Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and
Engineering is a key reference for any physicists or engineer.
Nuclear Thermal-Hydraulic Systems provides a comprehensive approach to nuclear reactor
thermal-hydraulics, reflecting the latest technologies, reactor designs, and safety
considerations. The text makes extensive use of color images, internet links, computer
graphics, and other innovative techniques to explore nuclear power plant design and operation.
Key fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and nuclear engineering concepts are carefully explained,
and supported with worked examples, tables, and graphics. Intended for use in one or two
semester courses, the text is suitable for both undergraduate and graduate students. A
complete Solutions Manual is available for professors adopting the text.
Nuclear Energy Materials and Reactors is a component of Encyclopedia of Energy Sciences,
Engineering and Technology Resources in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems
(EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. Nuclear energy is
a type of technology involving the controlled use of nuclear fission to release energy for work
including propulsion, heat, and the generation of electricity. The theme on Nuclear Energy
Materials and Reactors discusses: Fundamentals of Nuclear Energy; Nuclear Physics; Nuclear
Interactions; Nuclear Reactor Theory; Nuclear Reactor Design; Nuclear Reactor Kinetics;
Reactivity Changes; Nuclear Power Plants; Pressurized Water Reactors; Boiling Water
Reactors; Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors; Heavy Water Light Water Reactors; Advanced
Gas Cooled Reactors; Light Water Graphite Reactors; High Temperature Gas Cooled
Reactors; Pebble Bed Modular Reactor; Radioactive Wastes, Origins, Classification and
Management; Nuclear Reactor Overview and Reactor Cycles; The Nuclear Reactor Closed
Cycle; Safety of Boiling Water Reactors; Supercritical Water-Cooled Nuclear Reactors: Review
and Status; The Gas-Turbine Modular Helium Reactor; Application of Risk Assessment to
Nuclear Power Plants; Production and Recycling Resources for Nuclear Fission. These two
volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College
students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research personnel and Policy analysts,
managers, and decision makers.
The third, revised edition of this popular textbook and reference, which has been translated
into Russian and Chinese, expands the comprehensive and balanced coverage of nuclear
reactor physics to include recent advances in understanding of this topic. The first part of the
book covers basic reactor physics, including, but not limited to nuclear reaction data, neutron
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diffusion theory, reactor criticality and dynamics, neutron energy distribution, fuel burnup,
reactor types and reactor safety. The second part then deals with such physically and
mathematically more advanced topics as neutron transport theory, neutron slowing down,
resonance absorption, neutron thermalization, perturbation and variational methods,
homogenization, nodal and synthesis methods, and space-time neutron dynamics. For ease of
reference, the detailed appendices contain nuclear data, useful mathematical formulas, an
overview of special functions as well as introductions to matrix algebra and Laplace
transforms. With its focus on conveying the in-depth knowledge needed by advanced student
and professional nuclear engineers, this text is ideal for use in numerous courses and for selfstudy by professionals in basic nuclear reactor physics, advanced nuclear reactor physics,
neutron transport theory, nuclear reactor dynamics and stability, nuclear reactor fuel cycle
physics and other important topics in the field of nuclear reactor physics.
Handbook of Small Modular Nuclear Reactors, Second Edition is a fully updated
comprehensive reference on Small Modular Reactors (SMRs), which reflects the latest
research and technological advances in the field from the last five years. Editors Daniel T.
Ingersoll and Mario D. Carelli, along with their team of expert contributors, combine their
wealth of collective experience to update this comprehensive handbook that provides the
reader with all required knowledge on SMRs, expanding on the rapidly growing interest and
development of SMRs around the globe. This book begins with an introduction to SMRs for
power generation, an overview of international developments, and an analysis of Integral
Pressurized Water Reactors as a popular class of SMRs. The second part of the book is
dedicated to SMR technologies, including physics, components, I&C, human-system interfaces
and safety aspects. Part three discusses the implementation of SMRs, covering economic
factors, construction methods, hybrid energy systems and licensing considerations. The fourth
part of the book provides an in-depth analysis of SMR R&D and deployment of SMRs within
eight countries, including the United States, Republic of Korea, Russia, China, Argentina, and
Japan. This edition includes brand new content on the United Kingdom and Canada, where
interests in SMRs have increased considerably since the first edition was published. The final
part of the book adds a new analysis of the global SMR market and concludes with a
perspective on SMR benefits to developing economies. This authoritative and practical
handbook benefits engineers, designers, operators, and regulators working in nuclear energy,
as well as academics and graduate students researching nuclear reactor technologies.
Presents the latest research on SMR technologies and global developments Includes new
case study chapters on the United Kingdom and Canada and a chapter on global SMR
markets Discusses new technologies such as floating SMRs and molten salt SMRs
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